Arabidopsis proteins important for modulating defense responses to Pseudomonas syringae that secrete HopW1-1.
Plant infection responses result from the interaction of pathogen-derived molecules with host components. For the bacterial pathogen Pseudomonas syringae, these molecules are often effector proteins (Hops) that are injected into plant cells. P. syringae carrying hopW1-1 have restricted host range on some Arabidopsis thaliana accessions. At least two Arabidopsis genomic regions are important for the natural variation that conditions resistance to P. syringae/hopW1-1. HopW1-1 elicits a resistance response, and consequently the accumulation of the signal molecule salicylic acid (SA) and transcripts of HWI1 (HopW1-1-Induced Gene1). This work identified three HopW1-1-interacting (WIN) plant proteins: a putative acetylornithine transaminase (WIN1), a protein phosphatase (WIN2) and a firefly luciferase superfamily protein (WIN3). Importantly, WIN2 and WIN3 are partially required for HopW1-1-induced disease resistance, SA production and HWI1 expression. The requirement for WIN2 is specific for HopW1-1-induced resistance, whereas WIN3 is important for responses to several effectors. Overexpression of WIN2 or WIN3 confers resistance to virulent P. syringae, which is consistent with these proteins being defense components. Several known genes important for SA production or signaling are also partially (EDS1, NIM1/NPR1, ACD6 and ALD1) or strongly (PAD4) required for the robust resistance induced by HopW1-1, suggesting a key role for SA in the HopW1-1-induced resistance response. Finally, WIN1 is an essential protein, the overexpression of which over-rides the resistance response to HopW1-1 (and several other defense-inducing effectors), and delays SA and HWI1 induction. Thus, the WIN proteins have different roles in modulating plant defense.